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Abstract-Industrial policies are like booms which give a definite shape to industrialization through rules, 
policies, principles and procedures controlling industrial houses.  It incorporates the fiscal policy, monetary 
policy, tariff policy and labour policy etc. Since the early eighties, various attempts have been made to liberalize 
the industrial policy framework.  The new industrial policy of 1991 has entirely liberalized the industrial policy 
itself. The basic objectives of this policy were: Abolition of the Industrial licensing, on Public Sector, 
Monopolistic and Restrictive Trade Practice limit and free entry to foreign investment and technology.  Not only 
this, Industrial Location Policy is liberalized in addition to Abolition of Phased Manufacturing, Programmers for 
the New Projects and Removal of Mandatory Convertible Clause. The government has taken various initiatives 
for liberalizing foreign trade, currency transactions and to facilitate foreign direct investment inflows. These 
economic reforms have a great impact on the development of the industries. For further improvement, 
liberalization steps are introduced in every year’s budget for improvement in industrial growth so that industries 
become more efficient and capable of facing global competition. This paper studies the impact of new industrial 
policy and new provisions on industrial performance. 
 

Index Terms-Industrialization, New Industrial Policy, Liberalization, Industrial Licensing. 

 
1. INTRODUCTION  

The stupendous revolution in information, 
communication and technology (ICT) are now 
reformulating the national boundaries and adjoining 
them with the global village. Today, even a down 
steam territory is wakened to face global competition. 
Indian economy, after the 1991 fiscal crisis, started to 
adopt the economic reforms with the objective of 
reviving the economy from slow growth to a market 
driven economy with optimum utilization of the 
resources. This was possible through rapid 
industrialization, therefore, it was considered 
necessary for reduction and abolition of poverty by 
providing employment, raising the standards of living 
of the peoples, improving the balance of payments 
and attaining self-reliability in the Indian economy. 
Therefore, small scale industrial sector provides 
assistance and regulates the market forces. The 
competition has widened the area in all directions i.e. 
not at national level but also at regional level. The 
basic objective of economic reforms was to improve 
productivity growth and competitiveness of Indian 
economy. The ultimate aim of these reforms were to 
make Indian industrial sector in general and small 
scale industrial sector in particular, more virtuous, 
upgraded with new technologies, with the assurance 
that these changes would make able this sector to 
achieve higher and sustainable growth both at 
national and regional level. Industry accounts for 
26% of GDP and employs 22% of the total 
workforce.  In the Post- 

 
liberalization era, the Indian private sector was faced 
competition not only in domestic state but also faced 
competition across the domestic boundaries. It was 
including the fear of cheaper Chinese imports. It has 
since handled the change by compressing costs, 
revamping management, and depending on cheap 
labour and new technology. However, this leads 
reduction in employment generation and increase in 
poverty and inflation. 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW  

Bala Subrahmanya (2004) highlighted the impact of 
globalization and domestic reforms on small-scale 
industries sector. The study stated that small industry 
had suffered in terms of growth of units, 
employment, output and exports. The Researcher 
highlighted that the policy changes had also thrown 
open new opportunities and markets for the small-
scale industries sector.  Bargal et al. (2009) 
examined the causal relationship among the three 
variables GDP, SSI output and SSI exports and also 
have compared the performance parameters of SSIs 
in the pre and post liberalization era. The study found 
that the annual average growth rate of different 
parameters of SSIs have declined in the period of 
nineties vis-à-vis the pre-reform years. There is an 
absence of any lead-lag causal relationship between 
exports and production in small-scale sector and GDP 
of Indian economy. Dixit and Pandey (2011) applied 
co-integration analysis to examine the causal 
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relationship between SMEs output, exports, 
employment, number of SMEs and their fixed 
investment and India’s GDP, total exports and 
employment (public and private) for the period 1973-
74 to 2006-07. Their study revealed the positive 
causality between SMEs output and India’s GDP. 
Singh et al. (2012) analyzed the performance of 
Small scale industry in India and focused on policy 
changes which have opened new opportunities for 
this sector. Their study concluded that SSI sector has 
made good progress in terms of number of SSI units, 
production & employment levels.   

3. OBJECTIVE OF THE STUDY 

a) To study the provisions of new industrial 

policy. 

b) To analyze performance of core industrial 

sector in India. 

c) To examine the impact of new industrial 

policy on industrial sector performance. 

4. PROVISION UNDER NEW INDUSTRIAL 
POLICY 

The year 1991 witnessed a drastic change in the 
industrial policy in the country since decades. This 
land mark changes in the economic history of India is 
known as Industrial Policy of 1991. The provisions of 
the new industrial policy are: 

a) Industrial Licensing Policy: - In a major move to 
liberalize the economy, the new industrial policy 
abolished all industrial licensing, irrespective of the 
level of investment, except 18 industries related to 
the security and strategic ally. It was entirely a new 
chapter which was to enforce totally open 
economic system as compared to the earlier mixed 
system. At present, only five industries are under 
compulsory licensing, only on account of 
environmental, safety and strategic considerations. 
They are: 1. Distillation and Brewing of Alcoholic 
Drinks 2. Cigars and cigarettes of tobacco and 
manufactured tobacco substitutes. 3. Electronic 
Aerospace and all defense equipments. 4. Industrial 
explosives including detonating fuses, safety fuses, 
gun powder, nitrocellulose and matches. 5. 
Specified hazardous chemicals i.e. (i) Hydrocyanic 
acid and its derivatives, (ii) Phosgene and its 
derivatives and (iii) Isocyanates & diisocyanates of 
hydrocarbon, not elsewhere specified (example 
methyl isocyanate) . At present, the SSI is defined 
under the Micro, Small & Medium Enterprises 
(MSMED) Act, 2006. Though reservation are 
given exclusively for the Small Scale sector forms 
a significant aspect of the industrial policy. Review 

for reservation of such items is also undertaken by 
the government at periodic intervals, in order to 
enhance competitiveness of such products in the 
domestic/ global markets. Review of reserved 
items is thus a continuous process. During the last 
5 years more than 600 items have been reserved. 
At present 20 items are reserved for manufacture in 
the small scale sector. 

b)  Policy on Public Sector: - The 1956 Resolution 
had reserved 17 industries for the public sector. 
The 1991 industrial policy reduced this number to 
8 naming Arms and Ammunition; Atomic Energy; 
Coal and Lignite; Mineral Oils; Mining of Iron 
Ore, Manganese Ore, Chrome Ore, Gypsum, 
Sulphur, Gold and Diamond; Mining of Copper, 
Lead, Zinc, Tin, Molybdenum and Wolfarm; 
Minerals specified in the schedule to the atomic 
energy (control of production and use order), 1953; 
and Rail transport.   But later on these five reserved 
industries under public sector were also reserved. 
On May 9, 2001, the government opened up arms 
and ammunition sector also to the private sector. 
Similarly, from 8 industries reserved for the public 
sector in 1991. There are only following 2 
industries reserved for public sector at present: 1. 
Atomic energy – Production, separation or 
enrichment of special fissionable materials and 
substances and operation of the facilities, 2. 
Railway transport. 
c) Monopolistic and Restrictive Trade Practice 

Limit: Under the Monopolistic and Restrictive 
Trade Practice Act 1969, all firms with assets 
above a certain size (Rs.100 crore since 1985) 
were classified as MRTP firms. Such firms were 
permitted to enter selected industries only and 
this also on a case by case approval basis. In 
addition to control through industrial licensing, 
separate approvals were required by such large 
firms for any investment proposals. The New 
Industrial Policy therefore removes the threshold 
limit in assets in respect of MRTP companies 
and dominant undertakings. This eliminates the 
requirements of prior approval of the Central 
Government in respect of the activities 
concerning expansion, new undertakings etc. The 
main objectives of the MRTP Act are as follows; 
1. Prevention of concentration of economic 
power to the common detriment; 2. Control of 
monopolies, 3. Prohibition of monopolistic trade 
practices; 4. Prohibition of restrictive trade 
practices 5. Prohibition of unfair trade practices. 

d) Policy on Foreign investment and Technology 
agreements: - In the case of both foreign 
technology agreements sought by the Indian firms 
as well as foreign investment, it was necessary to 
obtain specific prior approval from the government 
for each project. It was argued that this caused 
undue delays and government interference and also 
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hampered business decision making. The New 
Industrial Policy, therefore, prepared a specified 
list of high technology and high investment priority 
industries. 

e) Abolition of Phased Manufacturing Programmes 
for New Projects: - In order to force the pace of 
indusrialization in manufacturing sector, Phased 
Manufacturing Programmes have been in force in a 
number of engineering and electronic industries. 
The new policy abolished such programmes for 
future.   

f) Removal of Mandatory Convertible Clause: - 
Since large part of industrial investment in India is 
finance by loans from banks and financial 
institutions, these institutions followed a mandatory 
practice of including a convertibility clause in their 
lending operations for new projects which provide 
them adoption of converting part of their loans into 
equity of felt necessary by their management. This 
has been interpreted as an unwarranted threat to the 
private firms to be taken over by the financial 
institutions. Hence, the new industrial policy 
provided that financial institutions will not impose 
this mandatory convertible clause. Through the 
automatic route, subject to only SEBI (Securities 
and Exchange Board of India) regulations and 
sector specific caps on foreign direct investment; 
existing companies with foreign direct investment 
are eligible for automatic route to undertake 
additional activities covered under automatic route; 
foreign direct investment up to 10 

 
5. INDUSTRIAL PERFOMANCE 

In the above table the growth in the selected eight 
core industrial sector has been shown from 2007 to 
2015. The coal industrial sector is showing increasing 
trend from 2007-08 to 2009-10 which  is 6.3, 8.0 and 
8.1 respectively. In 2010-11 the growth rate is –0.2. In 
2011-12 the growth rate was 1.3, in 2012-2013 in 4.3, 
2013-14 in 1.3 and 2014-15 in 4.6 which shows the 
increasing trend from 2011-12 to 2014-15 but overall 
growth rate, in  comparison between 2007-08 and 
2014-15, it is 1.6  that is lower the 2014-15.  This 
sector has low growth. Crude oil sector has 0.4, -1.8, 
0.5, 11.9, 1.0, 0.6,-0.2 and -1.4 year wise respectively. 
This sector is showing the very decline except the 
year 2010-11 which shows very high growth. Natural 
gas has 2.1, 1.3, 44.6, 10, -8.9, -14.5, -13.00 and -4.2 
year wise respectively. This sector have shown the 
negative growth. Refinery production 6.5,3.0,-
0.4.3.0,3.1, 25.7,1.5 and 3.8 year wise respectively. 
This sector has positively increasing growth. 

Fertilizers sector has growth rate -7.9,-3.9,12.7. 0.0 
,0.4, -3.4, 1.5 and 11.3 respectively.  This sector has 
production in positive trend. Steel sector has growth 
rate of production 6.8,1.9,6.0, 13.2,10.3,3.3,11.5 and -
1.5 respectively. This sector has increased production 
growth rate but last year is showing the negative 
growth. Cement sector has growth rate 
8.1,7.2,10.5,4.5 6.7, 7.7,3.1 and 4.7 respectively. This 
sector has increased growth of production. Electricity 
sector has growth rate 6.3,2.7, 5.6,8.1,4.0,6.0 and 5.4. 
This sector also has positive production of trend. All 
core industries show in the chart below in overall 
comparison where natural gas has more fluctuation 
 

 

Figure 1:- Industrial Growth (%) 

The impact of the new provision of industrial policy 
on the performance of industries in India is shown in 
the above table. In 1950-51 to 1990-91 there was 
increase in production which is 25.6 million and after 
1990-91 to 2011-12 the increase was 81 million. Then 
new industries policy enhanced the food grains 
production. But two decades before and after 1990 
there was least production. This from 1970 to 1990 it 
increased 68 million but from 1991 to 2010 it was 
41.7 million increase in production. Finished goods 
recorded 12.5 million increase from 1950-51 to 1990-
91 million increase and in 1990-91to 2011-12 there 
was and 69.3 million increase. Cement industries was 
increased 46.1 million from 1950-51 to1990-91 and 
1990-91 to 2011-12 increase was 81.7 million. Coal  
and lignite was 93.2 from 1950 to 1991 and after 1991 
the increase  was 357.6 million. Crude oil 1950 to 
1991 increased is 32.7 million and 1991 to 2012 
increased  5.1 million. Electricity generated in 1950 to 
1991 increased 259 million and 1991 to 2012 was 
increased in 613 million. The overall impact of the 
new industrial policy on the various industries was 
good.  
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Industrial Growth (%) 

Sector 2007-08 2008-09 2009-10 2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 2013-14 2014-15 

Coal 6.3 8.0 8.1 -0.2 1.3 4.3 1.3 4.6 

Crude oil 0.4 -1.8 0.5 11.9 1.0 -0.6 -0.2 -1.4 

Natural Gas 2.1 1.3 44.6 10.0 -8.9 -14.5 -13.0 -4.2 

Refinery Products 6.5 3.0 -0.4 3.0 3.1 25.7 1.5 3.8 

Fertilizers -7.9 -3.9 12.7 0.0 0.4 -3.4 1.5 11.3 

Steel 6.8 1.9 6.0 13.2 10.3 3.3 11.5 -1.5 

Cement 8.1 7.2 10.5 4.5 6.7 7.7 3.1 4.7 

Electricity 6.3 2.7 6.2 5.6 8.1 4.0 6.0 5.4 

Overall index 5.2 2.8 6.6 6.6 5.0 5.8 4.2 2.7 
Source: PIB, Ministry of Commerce and Industry, Index of Eight Core Industries, 

THE IMPACT OF NEW PROVISION ON INDUSTRIAL PERFORMANC Industrial Production (In 
millions) 

Out put 1950-51 1960-61 1970-71 1980-81 1990-91 2000-01 2010-11 

Food grains 50.8 82 108.4 129.6 176.4 196.8 244.5 

Finished goods 1 2.4 4.6 6.8 13.5 32.3 76.3 

Cement 2.7 8 14.3 18.6 48.8 99.2 216.7 

Coal and lignite 32.3 55.2 76.3 119 225.5 332.6 570.4 

Crude oil 0.3 0.5 6.8 10.5 33 32.4 37.7 

Electricity 
generated 

5 17 56 111 264 499 811 

Plan  outlay 260 1117 2524 15023 58369 185737 826268 

 

6. CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

The industrial policies cover the procedures, 
principles, rules and regulations, which have inflate 
the industrial establishment of a country and shape the 
pattern of industrialization. The first industrial policy 
of the Government of India was announced in April 
1948 and subsequently, industrial policy resolutions 
were announced in 1957, 1980, 1990 and 1991.The 
progress in industrial policy reforms enabled the 
country to pass through long but successful journey. It 

has been concluded that the all the selected sectors 
have increase in the production except foods grains 
and crude oil. However, electricity, cement and and 
fertilizers have very highly increase in production 
which suggests that there is requirement of more 
efficiency and improvement in tree sectors i.e. food 
grains , crude oil  and steel production.   
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